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The officers and board members of the Gombin
Society and their families send their greetings,
Chag sammeach, Pesach, 2009 (5769)

From the President …
Shalom to all members of the Gombin Jewish Historical and
Genealogical Society. I am very honored and humbled to have
become the President of the GJH&GS. This organization
represents the traditions of over three hundred years of Jewish
life in Gombin, the ancestral home of our direct descendents. The
Society finds itself on the cusp of a new generation of leadership
that is benefiting from the outstanding energy and management
of my many predecessors. I want to specifically give enormous
credit to both Mindy Prosperi and Bernie Guyer under whose
leadership the Society achieved colossal accomplishments that
address the very heart of what we are about. (continued page 2)
At a recent meeting the Board of Directors adopted a Statement
of Purpose which reads:

The purpose of the Gombin Jewish Historical &
Genealogical Society is to preserve the history, genealogy,
heritage and culture of the Jewish community that lived in
Gombin, Poland for more than three centuries. The
Society will educate current and future generations
throughout the world to assure that the Gombin Jewish
record will not have been destroyed by the Holocaust.
(December 29, 2008)
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From the President, continued…

This “mission statement” states the goals
of our society. It directs us to focus our
energy, creativity and resources to both
Preserve and Educate the world about
the history and culture of the Gombin
Jews. The Society has already accomplished much over the past ten years. The
membership has grown to over three
hundred individuals. The Jewish
cemetery in Gombin has been reclaimed
as Jewish property and a fitting
monument erected to memorialize this
important place. We have established
monuments at Chelmno, the place of
mass burial of many Gombin Jews killed
in the early days of the Holocaust. We
have supported and seen published two
films about the Gombin experience.
We now have new plans to further the
goals of preserve and educate. The
Konin monument will be expanded to
list the names of the Gombiners buried
there. I have at least one cousin, a son of
the Laski family who lies there without a
named monument. We are planning a
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new monument to memorialize the lost
Synagogue in Gombin and are working
with the Mayor’s office to achieve a
suitable monument design. Toward the
education goal, we have ideas about
getting teenage Jews with roots from
Gombin and from many parts of the
world to visit Gombin and meet their
teenage counterparts there to help learn
about each other and hopefully
understand each other all the better. We
will be using modern internet technology
to capture and disseminate a wealth of
information already collected by such
dedicated Gombiners as Ada Holtzman
in Israel (see pages 5,6) and Noam Lupu
(see pages 3,4). We are working with the
planners of the new History of Jews in
Poland Museum now being built in
Warsaw, Poland. One of our most
important tasks is to develop the interest
of the younger generation to work on
these goals, take on leadership roles and
be the voice and engine for yet another
generation of Gombiners.
All of this and more is possible with
your continued interest and support.
Please come to the annual meeting in the
fall in the New York/New Jersey area.
Send us contributions to fund this work
to the extent you can. Volunteer to help
on committees and the Board. Call or email me with any suggestions, criticisms
or ideas, arthuragertzman@hotmail.com.
I look forward to a productive year both
planning and implementing our goals. I
wish you and your family a happy
Pesach.
Arthur Gertzman,
President, Gombin Society

Leon Fajgenbaum, 1920-2009
My grandfather was born into a world that
no longer exists. Not only because so much
about the world – national borders,
technologies, lifestyles – changed over the
course of his lifetime. But because the
world of his childhood in Jewish Poland had
already been systematically dismantled by
the time he was 25.
At the beginning of 1939, my grandfather
had plans of studying at the prestigious
yeshiva in Lublin to become a rabbi. He
came from a relatively well-off family by
the standards of those days. His father was a
travelling merchant who stressed to his sons
the value of a good education. But by the
end of that year, with the Nazi invasion of
Poland and the immediate enactment of antiJewish legislation, my grandfather’s plans
had changed. In the winter of 1940, he left
his family and crossed the border into
Russia.
Ever since he first told me about his life in
Poland, some sixteen years ago, I have been
both baffled and awed by that – perhaps
unwittingly – prescient decision to set off on
his own. He told me his parents encouraged
him; no doubt they imagined he could come
back when the war was over. He recalled
trying to convince his father to allow him to
take along his younger brother, who was
then fourteen. But his father would not hear
of it; he thought my grandfather had a
greater chance of surviving on his own. My
grandfather never quite forgave himself for
failing to persuade his father otherwise.
For of course, he never did see his family
again. He and a friend paid to be smuggled
across the frozen river that then marked the
Russian border. For the next six years, my

grandfather found a variety of jobs to
support himself – leather tanner, farmhand,
miner, factory worker. And, remarkably, he
also found love.
He met my grandmother, also a Jewish
refugee from Poland, in 1941. They
traveled together with a group of friends,
fleeing the German army as it moved ever
eastward. Eventually, they went to work on
a Soviet commune. They had become
friends, but then grew closer. By the time
my grandfather was called away to a work
battalion in the winter of 1942, they were in
love. “I said goodbye,” he once told me, “as
if I were taking a part of her, and she a part
of me.”
By the summer of 1943, my grandfather had
sent for her to join him, and they were
married. Two years later, two months after
Germany’s surrender, they had their first
son. When the Soviet government decreed
that Polish refugees could return to Poland
in early 1946, they (continued, page 4)
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Leon Fajgenbaum (continued)
decided to do so. Once there, my
grandfather went in search of surviving
relatives. But he found none. He wrote
to relatives in Argentina, and the three
emigrated there in 1948.
There, my grandparents built a new life.
They opened a clothing store, had
another son, and then a daughter.
Slowly, they built a family. They
eventually moved to Israel, where my
grandfather passed away in the early
hours of January 15, survived by his
adoring wife of sixty-five years, three
children, six grandchildren, and one
great-grandchild.
My grandfather never thought himself
extraordinary, but saw himself far more
humbly: doing whatever needed to be
done, to survive, to earn a living, to
support his family. He had faced
extraordinary circumstances, yet he
considered his survival not an
accomplishment, but stroke of chance,
and a responsibility.
He was not flawless. He could be
frustratingly stubborn and particular.
And he was not unscarred by the
experiences of his youth. He never
forgave those who took his family from
him. And he never forgave the God he
faulted for turning a blind eye, though
his faith never wavered.
But my grandfather was extraordinary.
Despite the immensity of the pain he
carried with him, he never lost his evengreater capacity for love. Sixty-five
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years after marrying my grandmother, he
was still totally in love with her. You
could see it in his eyes when he warmed
her hands by rubbing them in his, or
when they giggled like teenagers about
some joke only they understood. He was
unfalteringly devoted to her, to his
family, and to his friends.
What is most inspiring about my
grandfather’s life are not the difficulties
he faced, though they went far beyond
what I could conceive. Nor that he
managed to persevere against the odds,
though doing so required tremendous
inner strength. But rather that despite
the cards chance had dealt him, he never
lost his thirst for life, or his ability to
laugh. And he never gave up hope – the
hope of a brighter future for his children,
grandchildren, and great-grandchildren;
the hope of that Talmudic notion of
tikkun olam, forging a better world. It
seems fitting that the hospital where he
spent his final days was where he had
served for years as a volunteer, helping
others.
In the face of hatred and pain, my
grandfather led his life as a model of
generosity and love. That is what has
inspired those of us fortunate enough to
have known and loved him. It is that
part of him that we take with us as we
say goodbye.
Noam Lupu
New York, NY

Remnants from the Community of Gombin
From R' Yehuda Lajb Zlotnik (L.Z. – Avida). Excerpt by Ada Holtzman

Pinkas Chevra Mikra of Gombin (G!bin), Poland ~1840-1876

This Pinkas (ledger, register) was held in the archives of the Schechter Institute of Jewish
Studies in New York. It was sent to them, together with other Pinkasim, for preservation at
the beginning of the 20th century, by Rabbi Yehuda Lajb Zlotnik known as "EL ZET."
Then, after more than 100 years, it was printed from a microfilm by Noam Lupo.
I discovered the existence of this Pinkas and the story of its rescue by R’ Zlotnik in my
research on my family history. I discovered an article written by the Rabbi in Reshumot
("Records"), a collection of Memoirs, Ethnography and Folklore in Israel, published by
"Dvir", Tel Aviv 1946: "Remnants from the Community of Gombin".
In 1911, Rabbi Zlotnik was nominated the Rabbi of Gombin where he had a sister, my
grandmother, Rasza Holcman née Zlotnik. Gombin was famous in the Jewish world
because of its great Rabbi Abraham Abele Gombiner (1637-1683), son of Haim Levi,
author of the important Halachic book: "Magen Abraham". R' Zlotnik opens the article by
describing the stories transferred from father to son about the great Rabbi and his mother, a
native of the town. One of the stories was that behind the synagogue and the Beth Midrash
was a well that served many years ago as a "Mikve" for the purification of the daughters of
Israel, and in it the mother of the Great Rabbi purified herself as well. In another story R'
Zlotnik heard from one elder that the Rabbi's mother used to come to the synagogue every
morning, sat in the women’s gallery and prayed to G_d: "Gute-Morgen Got'ie, I cannot
spend much time here, I have to go home and prepare food for my Abrehmele, so he has
power to deal with your holy Torah, Gutten Tag Got'ie".
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R' Zlotnik was a folklorist who strived to
record and preserve tradition, tombstones
and the lost Jewish culture that dominated
Jewish life in Poland for many centuries. He
wrote about the community pinkasim
(ledgers). One was Pinkas "D'Chevra
Mishnayoth" (the Society for the Study of
Mishnayoth). He quoted a speech from R'
Mosze Lichtensztajn who founded the
Society that was active around 1800 – 1880.
The Pinkas included tax matters, name lists,
synagogue seats, erecting more Beth
Midrash and schools, various payments and
many events in the life of the Society. For
example, in 1821 a new member was
accepted into the Society: R' Dawid Tebeli,
son of the famous and genius Rabbi
Szlomo, a rabbinical judge in London.
The second Pinkas R'Zlotnik described in
his article is the Pinkas of "Chevra Tehilim"
the Society for reading the Book of Psalms.
R' Zlotnik also rescued the Pinkas Chevra
Mikra - The Society for Reading the Bible
in Gombin. The Pinkas constitutes a rare
document that revived the life of the shtetl,
mainly its religious and orthodox way of
life. Reading the Torah, its interpretations
and meaning, tied the Jews together,
strengthened them and raised their spirits
above the hardship of daily life. It was all
written in Hebrew and contains protocols,
procedures, accounts, details of events,
verdicts, rulings, prayers and more.
The Pinkas also has a Genealogical value,
containing many family names. I deciphered
a summary of the election that took place in
order to elect the men for the various

positions of the Society and the Synagogue.
The language is orthodox and religious
Hebrew, full of abbreviations, religious
terms and sometimes Yiddish.
Noam Lupo, who should be commended for
finding the microfilm in the Schechter
Institute, may find his ancestor in the
Pinkas: Lajzer Laks. Miriam Goldstein is
from the Gombin family: Wisper. The
original name is Wyspa. One of the names
in the Pinkas Mikra was Cwi Wyspa,
showing that the Wyspa family already
lived in Gombin in the 19th century. In
AKT454, the Old Registry Book, translated
from Russian, there are 43 members of the
Wyspa family living in Gombin between the
years 1853-1924. From that Register I learn
that Hersz (Hersz in Yiddish, Cwi in
Hebrew) Wyspa was married to Tauba née
ASZ, the father of Lajzer (b. 1863),
Abraham Mosze (b. 1854) and Eliasz
Bynem (b. 1856 d.1927). Through the
Pinkas Chevra Mikra we have a glimpse
into life of a Jewish community and then a
name of one person in it, who is a whole
world and his descendants still live all over
the world.
One of the names I found to my excitement
was Lajzer Holcman, father of my greatgrandfather, Zalman (Solomon) Holcman.
He became through this revelation, no more
a name only in my ever-growing family tree,
but a real person, a very religious, pious
Jew, totally involved in the life of an
orthodox community in the 19th century, a
community which exists no more and only
remnants of the remnants are left to tell its
vanished story.

The original Pinkas, or the article from which this excerpt is drawn, should contact Ada
Holtzman, 10 Korazim St., 69185 Israel. www.zchor.org/indexgom.htm.
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Support the Gombin Society in 2009
With a renewed and energetic leadership, the “Gombin Society” is re-dedicated to preserving and
educating future generations about our rich historical ancestry. We are preserving the history,
genealogy, heritage and culture of the Jewish community that lived in Gombin, Poland for more than
three centuries. The Society will assure that the Gombin Jewish record will not have been destroyed
by the Holocaust.
We plan to accomplish this by:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Building a Monument to honor those who perished at Konin
Erecting a Gombin Synagogue Memorial
Maintain the Gombin Cemetery in Poland
Develop educational programs between Gombin and US/UK/Israeli High Schools
Fund visits to Gombin and greater Poland for US/UK/Israeli teenage children
Support films and other media forms for education of the Gombin heritage
Provide input and materials for the Warsaw Jewish Historical Museum
Update Gombin website to keep in touch with our members and the world.

The Gombin Society is a 100% volunteer organization, so your a tax-deductible contribution goes
directly to our projects. Among our accomplishments are:
•
In 1999, we built and dedicated a Monument in the Gombin Jewish Cemetery
•
Reacquired ownership and control of the Jewish Cemetery in Gombin Poland
•
Gathered 40+ descendants from around the world in Gombin
•
Erected a monument at Chelmno, site of mass-burial of Jewish Gombiners
•
Designed and planning to build a monument to the Gombin Jewish Synagogue
•
Developed a new board of directors- young and experienced.
------------------------Yes! I want to keep my family’s memory alive by supporting the Gombin Society.

$1,800 – Platinum Level
$1,000 – Gold Level
$500 – Silver Level
$60 – Family Membership
$36 – Contributor
$18 - Supporter
______(Other)

Your TAX-DEDUCTIBLE
contribution can be made out to:

The Gombin Society
c/o Mindy Prosperi
185 Skyline Drive
Highland Mills, NY 10930

Name & address & email ___________________________________
Send the names and addresses of other Gombiner descendents to add to the
mailing list.
For credit card payments via PayPal, please visit our website: http://www.gombinsociety.org/
The Gombin Society is a registered 501(c)3 not for profit organization
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